Comparison of theoretical and experimental particle diffusion data within human airway casts.
The dose delivered to airway cells is a critical factor whether one is addressing the therapeutic (i.e., positive) effects of inhaled pharmacologic agents or the toxic (i.e., negative) effects of pollutants. In this study, theoretical models describing particle deposition have been compared with experimental data from the literature. In the simulations, airways can be either rough-or smooth-walled to be consistent with human lungs which can be either lined by cartilaginous rings (i.e., rough) or muscle (i.e., smooth). Particle motion for rough-walled airways within generations I = 1-6 is calculated using the formula proposed by Martonen et al. (1). For smooth-walled airways within generations I = 7-10, particle motion is calculated using the formula proposed by Martonen et al. (2). Theoretical predictions of particle deposition efficiencies are not only in agreement with the overall best fit empirical correlation presented by Cohen and Asgharian (3) over a wide range of dimensionless diffusion parameters, but also match individual experimental measurements (only available in I = 1-6) with regard to effects of the parameters of particle size, flow rate, and airway dimensions. The mean difference in the ratio of experimental-to-theoretical particle diffusion values is 0.9 for a flow rate of 18 L/min and 1.1 for a flow rate of 34 L/min (i.e., the difference is only about 10%) within the upper airways of the casts (airway generations I = 1-6), the mean difference for the whole casts was much greater. This may be attributed to the uncertainty of flow conditions in the peripheral airways as a result of the trimmed nature of the casts. Overall, the findings suggest that the model can be a valuable component of aerosol therapy and risk assessment protocols, especially to address effects of enhanced deposition of pharmacologic drugs and radionuclides at sites within the human tracheobronchial tree.